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Abstract. To improve the security and stability of biometric handwriting samples a Bio-Hash algorithm for handwriting was introduced in [1]. It utilizes features to describe how the sample was written, but the current set of features
does not characterize the visual appearance of the sample itself. In this paper we
present a set of new features derived from handwriting forensics and OCR algorithms to address this issue. Furthermore, here the security of the old and new
sets of features is evaluated for their resilience against a new, fully automated
attack trying to compute raw data matching a given hash vector.
The main contributions of this paper are: The introduction of new features with
a potential to increase the attack resilience of the Bio-Hash algorithm, and, an
improvement of the attack approach from [6] to produce more realistic looking
synthetic handwriting signals.
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Introduction

The most common approach to efficiently protect the biometric templates in a system
(i.e. the reference data) is to transform the data using a one-way-function. An example
for this kind of function is the biometric hash algorithm for dynamic handwriting
(hereafter called Bio-Hash algorithm) from Vielhauer [1].
In [6] Kümmel et al. introduce an evolutionary algorithm based attack to the template space of the Bio-Hash algorithm. The main drawbacks to this rather successful
attack are the fact that it relies on user interaction and the strongly artificial look of its
output.
In this paper we make two contributions to the research in this field:
A) We extend the feature space used by the Bio-Hash algorithm for dynamic
handwriting based user authentication. Our new features aim at the description
of the visual appearance of the sample itself, something that is amiss amongst
the features used until now.

B) We extend the attack from [6] to a completely automated (i.e. without the user
interaction required in [6]) means to create synthetic handwritings which, on
one hand, produces a Bio-Hash similar to the reference Bio-Hash and, on the
other hand, look natural enough to be able to fool visual inspection of the input
in an authentication scenario.
Our results imply for the first contribution that we introduce two (of the 13 new
features) which show a strong potential to increase the attack resilience of the BioHash algorithm, because they have been exceptionally hard to successfully attack in
our evaluations. For the second main contribution, our improved attack generates
much more realistic looking synthetic handwritings.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes some required basics. In
section 3 the prerequisites, ideas and the algorithms to compute the 13 new features
describing the visual appearance of online captured handwriting samples are presented. In section 4 the attack approach used for evaluation is described with its prerequisites and its implementation. Section 5 contains the evaluation results, while the
final section 6 draws a conclusion and presents possible direction for future work.
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Related Work

The template used in biometric authentication systems has to be protected for various
security, legal and ethical reasons. For handwriting data, one very strong motivation
for such protection is the fact that the template might contain enough information for
re-engineering parts of the original biometric data, e.g. a handwritten signature.
Amongst the various protection approaches one of the most prominent is the BioHash algorithm of Vielhauer [1], which has been developed for handwriting, but
could also be used for different biometrics (e.g. voice).
The Biometric Hash (short: Bio-Hash) algorithm was introduced by Vielhauer in
[1] to generate individual, stable hash values from dynamic handwriting data as well
as to perform biometric verification based on these hashes. Generally, the raw data of
each dynamic handwriting sample derived from a handwriting digitizer device (e.g.
Tablet PC) consists of a time-dependent sequence of physical values. Each sample
point of such a sequence contains the five values horizontal pen tip position, vertical
pen tip position, pen tip pressure and pen orientation angles altitude and azimuth.
During the enrollment process, n handwriting raw data samples are acquired per
person. From each of n-1 raw data samples, one k-dimensional statistical feature vector containing static and dynamic features is calculated. The individual Interval Matrix (IM) consists of a vector containing a mapping interval length for each feature
and an offset value vector. Both are calculated based on the analysis of intra-class
variability of the person using the n-1 statistical feature vectors acquired during enrollment session. There are two parameters to influence the Bio-Hash generation by
scaling the mapping intervals stored in the IM: the tolerance factor TF and tolerance

vector TV. TF is a global hash generation parameter, which is a scalar value. Using
the TF, the mapping intervals of all features are scaled by the same global factor. In
contrast, TV provides an individual scaling of the mapping interval of every single
statistical feature. Based on the statistical feature vector derived from the remaining
enrollment sample of the person and its individual IM, the interval mapping function
determines the reference Bio-Hash vector bref of this user. Therefore, the feature dependent interval lengths and offsets provided by IM are used to map each of the corresponding statistical features to a hash value. Each further biometric hash is calculated in the same manner, whether it is used for biometric verification or hash generation. In case of verification, a Bio-Hash vector b, which is derived from the currently
presented handwriting sample, is compared against the reference hash vector bref by
using the Hamming distance and a predefined threshold. For more details of the particular calculation steps, the interested reader is referred to [1].
In order to build the feature vector, 131 features are extracted from each raw data
sample. As described in [7] by Makrushin et al. the features can be classified by the
signals required for calculation: 3 time based statistics features, 88 static spatial statistics features (time and order independent), 8 dynamic spatial statistics features, 22
pressure-based statistics features and 10 angles-based statistics features.
In [6] Kümmel et al. introduce an attack that uses a genetic algorithm for raw
handwriting data reconstruction. In a Kerckhoffs’ compliant setup it assumes that the
attacker gains access to the Bio-Hash bref of a user and the corresponding IM and can
therefore evaluate the fitness of artificially created handwritings by computing the
Hamming distance to bref. Despite the fact that this attack works quite well, as shown
in [6], it suffers from two rather severe drawbacks that are addressed in this paper:
first, the attack in [6] is requiring user interaction for the implementation of selected
features, and second, its output looks artificial to a human observer (see an comparison between a real handwriting and the outputs of the attack tool from [6] and our
attack in figure 2 at the end of the document). Both drawbacks are addressed here, by
introducing a new, fully automated, genetic algorithm based attack that aims at the
generation of natural looking artificial handwritings.
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Description of the New features

The feature extraction follows a pipeline which is reflected in the following four
points summarised below: The necessary preprocessing, the determination of the
baseline as well as the slope correction, the estimation of the reference lines and the
approximation of the dominant slant of the written sample.
For the preprocessing, the majority of the following algorithms has its origin in
OCR and is rather based on continuous handwritten samples than the discrete point
sets returned by online systems for capturing of handwriting samples. Therefore, to
adapt these algorithms the output generated by such systems is preprocessed in our
approach by connecting the points using the Bresenham-algorithm [3]. The algorithm

capitalizes on the available online information from the sensor device, specifically the
fact that the order of points and their coordinates are known. After this preprocessing,
the sample from an online system looks much more like a real continuous writing and
is usable for OCR approaches.
The line on which most of the lower ends of written letters align is called the baseline. It allows for a determination of the orientation of the writing direction. Our idea
for the computation of the baseline is derived from the approach of Senior and Robinson [2]. In contrast to [2], our algorithm abstains from cutting descenders in the first
step, because for our test samples no horizontal slope for the sample can be guaranteed. Instead our first step is to identify the point with the smallest y-coordinate in
each column (of the x-y matrix representing the handwritten sample), i.e. for each
distinct x-coordinate with points. Through the connection of points performed in the
preprocessing, the need for an identification of unrequired points is kept to a minimum. In the worst case, every point of the sample might have been returned, as long
as they were in different columns of the x-y matrix. The next step is to compute the
local minima. All points except for the local minima will be discarded for the further
baseline computation steps. This reduces the set of points to only the ones relevant for
the baseline computation.
As starting point for further optimization a first baseline approximation is computed via linear regression on the remaining points. For these, their distance to the
regression line is calculated using the Hesse normal form. Depending on whether the
points lay above or below the regression line, their distances have either a positive or
a negative sign. Given that only local minima were used in the computation of the
first approximation of the baseline, it is safe to assume that most of these points lay
close to the actual baseline and only a minority possesses a larger deviation. Therefore, we assume that with the first linear regression we already found a suitable first
baseline approximation, i.e. we assume that the calculated distances have a zero mean
Gaussian distribution. For this sample and the expected value it is possible to calculate the standard deviation so that all necessary parameters for the description of a
Gaussian distribution are in place. Usually, the processing steps described above leave
only a small number of points for further processing. Thus we approximate the Gaussian distribution with a Student’s t-distribution. To compensate for outliers in distances before performing another linear regression, we cut off the outer 20 % of the
distribution. For the remaining points we compute again a linear regression line,
which is the final baseline returned by our approach. Here, it has to be mentioned that
the baseline is already conceptually considered in [1] and used there for a preprocessing of the evaluation samples.
Finding the baseline allows for the extraction of the first seven features describing
the appearance of the sample: (1) slope of the baseline, (2) angle between baseline
and x-axis, (3) y-coordinate of interception of baseline and y-axis, (4) x- and (5) ycoordinate of the left interception point of baseline and bounding box, (6) x- and (7)
y-coordinate of the right interception point of baseline and bounding box. After the
extraction of these features, all points of the sample are rotated using the angle between baseline and x-axis to create a sample aligned parallel with the x-axis.

When learning to write in a language using the Latin alphabet in school, often special paper with four helper lines is used to help the pupils to keep the letter sizes relatively constant during the writing process. These four lines are called reference lines
and even without them preprinted on a sheet of paper handwriting in languages using
the Latin alphabet usually aligns itself on these (trained) lines. Our approach to compute the reference lines follows in parts the histogram based approach of Yanikoglu
and Sandon [4]. The first step is to determine the histogram h0 of the horizontal pixel
density; one distinct x-coordinate is one distinct class in the histogram. Step two is to
smooth the resulting histogram. This is done by accumulating the sum from the two
previous classes, the class itself and the two subsequent classes.
This smoothing results in a far more stable computation, since it becomes more infrequent to observe single empty classes, i.e. with the value zeros in the histogram. In
contrast to Yanikoglu and Sandon [4] we abstain from doing another smoothing step
because the determination of the two inner reference lines is implemented here in a
different way and the results using a second smoothing were too unstable in our experiments.
In cursive handwriting it is possible for the dot over an “i” to be at a higher position than the upper end of the word boundary or to even protrude in upper text lines.
Therefore, starting from the center of the smoothed histogram s0, moving upwards
and downwards, the first class not equaling null, is the upper respectively lower reference line. As we already determined the baseline in the previous pipeline step it is
enough to simply rotate this line using the angle between baseline and x-axis to obtain
the rotated baseline.
To approximate the core line, we use an approach similar to the approach for determining the baseline, but instead of identifying column minima we are looking for
column maxima and their peak values. Unfortunately, the existence of ascenders in
normal handwritten text complicates our approach. Under the assumption that letters
without ascenders are more common than letters with, the majority of the maxima
should be somewhere around the core line. That is why we use a sliding window of
size of 15 % of the sample height (after correcting the slope) to identify the area with
the majority of local maxima. For the points within this window we calculate the
arithmetic mean, which is assumed to be the y-coordinate of the core line. With this
all reference lines are in place and the following features can be extracted: (8) ycoordinate of the rotated baseline, (9) y-coordinate of the core line, (10) the height of
ascenders, e.g. the distance between the upper reference line and the core line, (11)
the height of the letter core, e.g. the distance between the core line and the baseline,
(12) the height of descenders, e.g. the distance between baseline and the lower reference line.
Letters in words in cursive handwriting have the characteristic of displaying a certain slant. This slant usually lies somewhere between 20° and 130° [5], depending on
whether the characters are more slanted to the left or the right. To determine the dominant slant, a histogram, describing the distribution of angles between a line through
two consecutive points and the x-axis, is computed. The class width for this histogram

is defined by us to be 1 degree. All angles not contained in the interval [20°, 130°] are
neglected. For the remaining angles the arithmetic mean is calculated and returned as
feature (13) - our approximation of the dominant slant of the written sample, which is
also the final new feature considered in this paper.

4

Our Attack Approach

Like in [6], which is the basis for our attack considerations, the goal of the performed
attack is to create raw data of handwriting which will produce the same Bio-Hash as a
specific real handwriting sample. In addition to this potential authentication impact,
the attack should be fully automated (in contrast to [6] where user interaction is required) and the created raw data should look like real handwriting – which does not
mean to create a handwriting which looks like the original sample, because there is
not enough information left in the Bio-Hash to re-create the original.
The targets for our attack are on one hand an extended version of Vielhauers BioHash algorithm (see [7]), and on the other hand our version of this algorithm which is
even further extended by the 13 new features described in section 3. Regarding the
version that extracts 131 features out of the online writing sample, here our attack
concentrates only on the features which are solely positional dependent, meaning
features which can be calculated directly from the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) positions, plus three features which can be used to compute the bounding box of the writing. This reduces the number of features considered in this version of the Bio-Hash
algorithm to 83 (out of 131).
4.1

Requirements of the attack

The attack has certain requirements: In order to create raw data, which will produce
the same Bio-Hash as a specific real handwriting, some information about the chosen
real handwriting is necessary (see [6]). These required inputs to the attack are the
Interval matrix (see section 2) and the corresponding reference Bio-Hash. This data is
used to calculate a Bio-Hash vector representation of the actual synthetic raw data and
also to determine the Hamming distance between this Bio-Hash and the reference
Bio-Hash. That means the attacker will be able to evaluate how similar the Bio-Hash
from the synthetic writing will be in regard to the reference Bio-Hash.
4.2

Algorithm layout of the attack

The attack presented here uses an evolutionary algorithm to compute improved synthetic handwritings. It extends the attack presented in [6] by removing the dependence
on user input and creating much more natural looking raw handwriting samples.
The initial step for the approach used in this paper is to generate the synthetic
handwriting required as input for the evolutionary algorithm. We choose to let a subject write a text and extract the single characters as raw sample data to compose a

dictionary that we call in the following the basic set. With such a basic set it is possible to create own words by simply concatenating individual characters drawn from
the basic set. Several rules can be specified for the creation. Here, the following set of
basic rules is applied:
1. Scale the character in a way that they have a similar height as the reference
2. Alignment of the characters to their base line with respect to their position on
the y-axis
3. Use a fixed distance between the characters with respect to their position on
the x-axis
4. Start a word with an upper-case character followed by lower case characters
5. Try to create a word with a bounding box as similar as possible to the bounding box derived from the reference Bio-Hash
The advantage of our approach is that it is possible to use the handwriting style of
the basic set. Therefore, the newly created synthetic handwriting as input for the evolutionary algorithm is by design looking very natural. It has to be admitted that there
are some deviations from this rule. For example the connections between letters can
look unnatural since they are created by simply connecting the last point of a letter
with a straight line to the first point of his successor.
In an evolutionary algorithm there are two general types of operations to change
data: Mutation (1:1 operations) and recombination (n:n operations). A recombination
tries to combine the positive features of different individuals together in one. The
problem in this case is the computation of the features: Most of them are dependent
on every single data point in the raw data, which means if two individuals are combined; the result would not have features partially of one and partially of another individual, but completely new ones. For this reason recombinations are excluded from
our work and only mutations are used for our attack approach. Nevertheless, it has to
be ensured that the applied mutations are capable of producing results across the
whole sample space. This means especially:
- A data point can move by mutations to any location
- A sample can have any number of data points
- There can be any number of pen-ups in a handwriting and they can be everywhere
Additionally, mutations should not impose strong degradations to the naturalness
of the original synthetic handwriting. The set of mutation operations used by us is:
Point change (controlled by a radius), add or remove pen up, exchange a character
(from the basic set) by another, dilation of a handwriting in width and/or height, rotation (of writing or character), changes of the slant (writing or character) and slight
movements of a whole character. It has to be admitted that the sample space would
only fully covered if the char-change-mutation would be able to create any number of
data points, which is not the case in our work. Even so, the sample space is covered
enough which is why there is no need for the implementation of add-character or
delete-character mutations.

In the evolutionary algorithm, the fitness function for the rating of a generated
synthetic writing is the hamming distance to the reference Bio-Hash and as selection
method elitism is applied with parameterization of 50%. Thereby, only the best 80
individuals out of a generation of a total of 160 synthetic writing samples are carried
over into the next generation.
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Results

The goal of our evaluations is to determine, whether the new features introduced in
section 3 improve the security in regards to the attack introduced in section 4. Due to
the fact that the current Matlab implementation of the attack is not optimized for fast
processing, the computation time for an attack can take over three days of time, depending on the number of sample points in the writings and the performance of the
hardware. Since we only had a limited amount of time to conduct our evaluation; only
attacks on seven sample signatures are performed here. Every attack is parameterized
with 350 generations to compute the final synthetic writing.
For evaluation purposes we log the fitness of every individual per generation (i.e.
the hamming distance to the reference Bio-Hash) and for every feature per generation
the number of synthetic handwriting samples which implement the feature incorrectly,
i.e. which do not achieve a feature value close enough to the reference Bio-Hash to
successfully authenticate this feature.
A first approach to evaluate the usefulness of the new features against the attack
presented in this paper is to survey if and how often a feature could be successfully
created / implemented in the generated synthetic samples. This is of great interest
because if a feature cannot be implemented in a synthetic writing it is very secure. In
contrast, if most mutations lead to a correct implementation it would be very insecure.
Using the number of incorrect implementations for every feature, a hit-score is computed in every generation. For the list of hit scores computed for a feature, a tendency
indicator is created for every generation by subtracting the value for the current generation by its successor. A positive value for this tendency indicator signals an improvement for the new generation. A negative number implies degradation. At the
end, out of the computed tendency indicators a global tendency for the feature is
computed. Since only the correct implementations are of interest, only positive value
tendency indicators are added up. The computed number is not the number of correct
implementations of this feature, but gives nevertheless a value to compare the old and
the new features in regards to their reachability. The hit-score average for the old
features is 287.62 while the average for the new features is 349.40. These values lead
to a first impression that the new features are far worse than the old ones. However
there is a special case which can distort the basis data, which is when a feature was
correctly implemented in every individual of the first generation and the implementation rate never degraded. In such a case the feature was correct in every instance of a
synthetic writing, but never added something to the hit-score. To take a closer look
onto this problem; these cases are counted for every feature in every of the seven

attack simulations, class-divided for old and new features and normalized, i.e. divided
by the number of attack simulations and number of features. The resulting values are
1.08 for the old and 0.62 for the new features. This leads to the conclusion that, although the hit score is far worse for the new features, we cannot conclude that the
new features are performing worse than the old ones.
The hit-score is an attempt to compare the two categories: old features and the new
features introduced in this paper. However, one could take a single feature and compare it to the rest of the features. In this case two of the new features are very noticeable: While most of the features seem to be reproducible with average difficulty, the
third (y-coordinate of interception of baseline and y-axis) and the fifth feature (ycoordinate of the left interception point of baseline and bounding box) create in a
considerable proportion of the attack simulations the special case that not a single
synthetic writing implemented them correctly. While in case of the fifth feature three
out of seven attacked hashes resulted in not a single correct implementation; the third
feature showed no correct implantation in five out of seven attacked hashes. Based on
our evaluation data no other feature, neither in the old nor in the new set, created such
a special case this often. This indicates that these two new features show a strong
potential to increase the attack resilience of the Bio-Hash algorithm.
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Summary and Future Work

Our evaluations show, that like the old feature set described in [7], every new feature
can be implemented correctly in a synthetic writing created with our attack. However,
we cannot say that the older features are more secure than the new ones in regards to
the presented attack, or otherwise. Nevertheless, it was shown, that two features of the
new ones seem to be exceptionally secure. Further tests should be done to support or
reject this observation and to evaluate what makes these features more secure than the
rest.
In regards to the outcomes of the attacks: The synthetic handwriting as output of
the attack looks for the most part very naturally. An example for such a synthetic
writing is shown in Figure 1. Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that in some cases
unnatural characteristics, e.g. a straight linking line between two letters, are created.

Figure 1: Examples for real (left) and artificially created handwriting - in the middle
an output of the attack tool from [6] and right an output of the attack introduced here

Regarding open issues for future work, the first step should be the extension of the
evaluation set used. The number of seven sample signatures used as attack target here

are suitable for first indications on the performance of the new features and attack, but
statistically significant evaluations would require larger variance.
Also, a wider variety in the basic set used as input for the evolutionary algorithm
(and therefore a more diverse starting point for the attack) should be considered. This
could be achieved by using handwriting samples from different persons in contrast to
only one person used in this paper. A drawback might be that the output artificial
writing might show a much stronger divergence regarding different instances of the
same latter and would therefore lose some of its natural look.
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